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A grid organ izes space according to an x and)' axis.

The grid, a struetural form pervading Bauhaus art and design.
articulates space accorcling to a pattern of oppositions:

vertical ancl horizontal, top and bottom. orthogonal and cliagonal, anclleft ancl

Another opposition engagecl by the grid is the opposition of continuity ancl

On the one hancl, the axes ofthe grid suggest the infinite, continuous extension
of a piane in four clirections; at the same time, the grid marks off that piane into

The grid is the unclerlying structure of the chart ar graph.
which organizes data accorcling to an x and)' axis.

The clata in a chart can be plotted as a continuous line. ar it can be

across the grid in columns ancl ro"'s of

Figure l is an exercise fromJohannes Itten's Basic Cour e.
in which students "'ere askecl to assemble

of materials in a loose grid; many of the materials themselves are strueturecl as
grids, such as doth, wire mesh, ancl basketr~-:

invokes the extendecl field of fabric from \I'hich it \\'a

Kandinsky called a four-square grid "the jJrototype oj linear e:xjJre ion:"
it is an elementary diagram of two·climensional space. [Figure 2]

Similarly, the Dutch de Stijl movement, headed by Theo van Doesburo-.
identified the grid as the fundamental origin of art. The cle Stijl grid suo-o-ests

both the infinite extension ofan object beyond its bounclaries_ ancl the

of this vast continuum into

Conventional Western writing and typography is organized on a grid:
a generic page consists of horizontal rows of type arrangecl in a rectangular block.

Van Doesburg foregrouncled the grid of conventional typography by

fields of type with heavy bars. He also appliecl the grid to the alphabet.
translating its traditionally organic, continuous, individualized forms into

Although van Doesburg was not invited to join the Bauhaus faculty_
he inf1uenced the school by holding informal seminar in "-eimar.

De Stijl principles are evident in the typography producecl at the Bauhaus b~

Laszlo Moholy- lagy,Josef Albers, Herbert Bayer, anclJoo t chmidt.

As described by Saussure, language is also a kind of grid:
language articulates the "unchm-ted nebula" of pre-linguistic thouo-ht into

breaking down the infinitely gradated continuum of experience into

Language is a grid_

28
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Figure 1 TextureexercisebyW. Diekmonn, 1922,

o student olltlen. The exercise is described in

o 1925-6 curriculum stotement os "Collecting and

systemoticolly tabuloting sompies ol moteriols"

(Wingier 109). The exercise olso oppeored ot the

New Bouhous in Chicago; Moholy-Nogy lobelled one

exomple "Toctile chart / A dictionory ol the different

quolities ol touch sensotions, such os poin, pricking,

temperature, vibration, etc." (6B).

Figure 2 Kondinsky described the lour-squore grid

os the "prototype ol lineor expression ... the most

primitive lorm ol the division ol o schemotic piane" (66).

Figure 3 Advertisements lram the mogozine

De Sti;l, 1921, published byTheo von Doesburg.

The design loregraunds the grid structure ol

conventionol typogrophy; von Doesburg hos inverted

the lost line, playing with estoblished syntox.

Figure 4 Moholy-Nogy's 1927 prospectus lor

8 Bouhous Books shows the influence ol de Stijl.
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"Without language, thought is D vague,

uncharted nebula... Thought, chaotic by

nature, has to become ordered in the

process of its decomposition. Language

works out its units while taking shape

between two shapeless masses."

Figure 5 De Stijl Alphobet, von Doesburg, 1917

Figure 6 Stencil olphobet, Josel Albers, 1925

Figure 7 Soussure writes thot belo re the

emergence ol longuoge, the reolms ol sound and

thought ore continuous, omorphous plones.

Longuoge lunctions like o grid, cutling up the

"unchorted" continuum ol experience into signs.



I CeslalI psycholog~' \\'a~ illitiated by ~Iax

\\'enheimer allhe L'ni\crsity ofFrankfun in 1912:

he and his stlldenl~ \,'olfgang Kohler and Kun

KofTka became its central lheorisls. See \\'illis ll. Elli ....

A Sourcebooh olGestal! Ps'-"rho{ngy (i':e\\' York: Harcol.lrL

Brace. 1939): William S. Sahakian. His/ary al/d ~)'stem

ofPsycholog)' (:\e,,' York:John \I'ile\' and SOIlS. 197:;)

198-221: and :\icholas D. Pastore. Selertive /listo I)'

ofTheories of Fisual Percej)tio/l, /650-1950 (~e'" Vnrk:

Oxford Uni\'ersit)' Press. 1971).

2 The most popular protagollisl ofan aesthetics

bascd on Gestalt psycholog)' has been Rudolf

Arnheim. See Art fIIul \liSI/al Peraj)tio/l (Berkeley:

Cni\Trsi')' ofCalifornia Press. 19.';4: re\'ised 1974).

Figure 2

Vet while Gestalt theory foregrounels
perceptual frames, it eliscourages
thinking about cultuml frames.
The social, linguistic, anel institution·
al contexts of elesign recede behind
the dominant figure of form. In the
language ofpublishing, a figure is an
illustration appeneleel to a document;
it engages moeles of fram ing which
are textual as well as perceptual,
suggesting questions like these: Is text
a frame for images, Ol' are images
frameel by text? How eloes the
frame-which appears to disappear
molel the meaning of the figure?

In the terms ofGestalt psychology.
figure refers to an active, positive form revealed against a passive, negative
ground.' In Figure 1, from an essay by the psychologist Wolfgang Kohler (1920).

"we .leefirm, closed structures 'standing out' il1 a liv!'l)' and impressive mannerlrom the
remaininglield... The narrower spaces are 'strips' while the area betwee}) them is mere
ground" (Ellis 36). Gestalt psychology addressed a basic problem in the science (:
perception: how are we able to make sense out of visual data, seeing distinct
forms rathel' than a chaotic jumble of coIOJ-s? Gestalt theory challenged the beli
that this ability is a leamed skilI, asserting instead that the brain sJJontaneo'llsl)'
organizes sense data into simple pattems: seeing is a process of ordering. Man~
Gestalt experiments center on optical illusions, in which what we objectively
know about an image is contradicted by how we perceive it: in Figure 2 a group of
separate marks ajJjJears to form a single coherent figure. The optical illusions
of Gestalt psychology disproved the notion that perception is "leamed" by
revealing the discrepancy between objeetive knowledge and actual experience.II

A series of lectures on Gestalt
psychology was given at the Bauhaus
in 1928. The lectures were well
received, as they suggesteel a scientific
basis for Kaneli nsky's anel Klee's
search for a universal visual script
(WingIer 159-60). Gestalt psychology
became central to modern elesign
theory after WWII, which promoteel
an ieleology of vi sio n as an
autonomous and rational faculty?
For example, Gyorgy Kepes's
1944 Langl.lage ol Vision, written at
the Institute ofDesign in Chicago
(formerly the New Bauhaus), elraws
heavily upon Gestalt psychology.
Figure 3, from Kepes's book, shows
how a figure changes perceptually in
relation to the grounel that frames it,
while Figure 4 shows an ambiguous
relation between figure anel ground.
Gestalt psychology has offered elesign
a grammar of frames, demonstrating
the ways that a figure emerges against
a neutral grounel, which itself
recedes as the necessary but invisible
coneli tion of perception.

Figure l
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Figure S, Irom Kepe's Longuage of Vision, consists

ol three consecutive graphies: a representation

ol a Mondrian pointing lollows two didactic drawings

demonstrating the perceptuallaw that similar

elements tend to consolidate into groups. Kepes has

brought together two divergent cultural discourses

within a single Irame: science and ort. By using

technical diagrams as madeis lor artistic practice,

Kepes has shilled them Irom their role as secondary
support lor a verbal argument to primary ligures in

their own right. Science is aestheticized by its

association with art, while art borrows a sense ol

authority and explanatory power !rom science.

Perceptual diagrams offered Kepes attractive lormol

qualities-abstraction, simplicity, typographic

linearity. He also placed aesthetic value on their

function, their role as direct manilestations or

indexical records ol the laws ol vision. Diagrams Irom

Gestalt psychology have no "meaning" or signilied,

but rather a lunction: to be seen. Perceptual diagrams

are elementary sentences written in the language

olvision.

"Perhops the only entirely new

and probably the most important

aspect ol today's language

ol lorms is the lact that 'negative'

elements (the remainder,

intermediate, and subtractive
quantities) are made active ... "

Josel Albers, "Creative

Education," Sixth International
Congress for Drawing,
Art Education, and Applied Art,
Prague, 1928 (Wingier 142)

Figure 6 demonstrates another

perceptual principle: at the inter

sections ol a grid, the negative

space becomes active, beginning

to 50lidily into rectangular ligures.

In addition to its formol ambiguity,

Kepe' s ligure is conceptual/y
ambiguous: it is at once ligure and

Ira me, theory and practice,

science and art, perceptual

diagram and Mondrian grid.

łi-!).

Figure 7 Kasimir Malevich's Suprematist Elements
is reproduced in Kepe's Language ofVision,
appearing in a sequence that ends with examples ol

contemporary commercial art. During the 1940s
various American designers incorporated the lormol

principles ol avant-garde art into their work, ollen

in on eclectic manner; Paul Rond, lor example,

borrowed Irom both Constructivism (Figure 8) and

Surrealism. Kepes describes this process ol incorp

oration in purely perceptual terms:

"The research in movements, stresses, and tensions on

the picture surlace have had [sic] a great inlluence

on the applied arts. Designers ol posters and window

display explored the newly discovered idioms and

changed their methods Irom a static symmetry to on

elementary dynamie balance" (112).

The use ol the historical avant-gardes as a source ol

lormol vocabularies remains a common strategy

among designers today; yet as Mike Mills argues in

his essay in this manograph, the meaning ol

style is not inherent to its lorm, but changes with its

cultural context.
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